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Need to take your mind off  of  what you’ve just experienced?
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“How was your Drag Ball?”
MAT OLSON:  Man, I got so shitfaced, I missed my 5 PM Pamphlette meeting the next 
day!
ELIZABETH CRISMAN: I learned that dotting one’s face with an eyeliner pencil does 
not accurately replicate stubble. Otherwise, ‘twas magical.
HANNAH LOONEY: I was repeatedly mistaken for John Belushi. How do you THINK 
it was?!
HAILEY JONES: It couldn’t compare to Venezuelan Drag Ball, to be honest.

     It is a fact of  science that small, endearing liberal arts colleges in the Pacific Northwest are riddled 
with ghosts.  Yes.  Science supports this.  And Reed is no exception.  After a bit of  snooping and a lot 
of  waiting in closets for the ghosts to come out, I was able to compile profiles of  a few of  Reed’s most 
prominent spooks.  Take a look at who might be haunting you!

     Foster/Scholz/MacNaughton---Rhonda Floot, The Wailing Spectre of  Asylum 
Block, is appropriately NUTS.  In the fall of  ‘64, when her boyfriend was infinitely com-
pressed into a singularity in the library South Stacks by a foolhardy physicist*, Rhonda was 
furious.  Upon her untimely death in a Scrabble tournament, she now haunts the science 
Reedies and lone French major** in the beyond-decrepit complex, mad with grief  and 
hell-bent on revenge.  Good luck with that, Rhonda.  Good luck with that.

     Old Dorm Block---In their corporeal days, the ghosts of  Reed’s iconic Gothic-Tudor 
Residence Hall were not so much Reedies as beavers.  Beavers with a vendetta!  A little 
digging revealed that the twin beaver statues gracing the top of  the OSTENTATIOUSLY 
ORNATE DORM have a dark history: the moulds were cast around two live beavers à la  
“Cask of  Amontillado”.  Imprisoned in their bronze cases, the buck-toothed fiends can 
only cast curses on roof  climbers or birds flying closely overhead.  So...just...be careful up 
there.

     The Language Houses---Leo Charpentier, the ghoul of  the Language Houses, has a 
lot on his plate.  Not only does he have to shriek ghost-threats in 5 different languages: he 
also has to manage to sound menacing in French.  This, I can assure you, is no easy task.  
Just ask Robespierre.  The shade has been called upon to settle various “wars” between 
the more bellicose dorms, (Ahem.  Russian house.  Ahem.  German house) as ghosts 
apparently make excellent diplomats.  A former linguistics major, he cringes at the all-too-
frequent subjunctive conjugating errors heard in the various cottages, wishing sometimes 
he was dead.  Oh wait.  Haha.

     In short, this joint is crawling with ghosts.  Keep your wits about you.  Unless you 
write for the Quest, in which case, don’t.  We need to be funnier than you.           

 *Riley Thornton, if  you’re reading this, I know that’s probably not how singularities work.  
Cut me some slack.  I’m nearly illiterate. You should be proud I even know that word.

**moi 

John Kroger and I are pals, so I often get his sage advice free of  charge.  But lately, the plucky president has 
been overstepping his bounds and SEVERELY limiting my fun.  Presenting: Things Kroger Wouldn’t Let 
Me Do, Part 1 

• Eat Toothpaste

• Marry a 58 year-old “Sailor” with a “record”

• Triple Major in French/Welding/Confucian Disco

• Hang out in Gresham

• Vend Fish Tacos in Gresham

• Go WIthin 500 Yards of  Gresham

• Build a Nest in Eliot 314 Out of  Straw and Some Feathers I Found Near the Canyon 
Cats’ Den

• Order a Fake ID from China so I Can Buy Cooking Wine*

• Build an Obstacle Course for the Fragile Salmon Behind the Fish Ladder

• Continue to WIshfully Pretend that We’re Buddies

    *Malt Liquor

GHOULS OF REED

By HL

THINGS KROGER 
WOULDN’T LET ME DO

By HL

     Last week, President John Kroger announced that next year’s Humanities 110 Syllabus 
will be edited for content he deems “inappropriate” for freshmen. The syllabus will be 
cleared of  “all references to...illegal or socially unacceptable behavior.”

     “If  you look at Homer, you know,” Kroger said at a press conference on Friday, “if  you 
look at The Odyssey, you see descriptions of  young teenagers pouring out and consum-
ing ‘libations.’ Now, while I’m all for the classical education of  our students, I really don’t 
think we need to be seen as condoning the consumption of  alcohol by minors. It leads to a 
dangerous campus climate.”

     Among other texts to be censored are: The Contendings of  Horus and Seth, for refer-
ences to incest and non-consensual sex; Theocritus’s Idylls, for gratuitous mentions of  
sex with underage boys; and The Old Testament Book of  Genesis, for rampant fratricide, 
incest, and smiting.

     One text will be removed from the syllabus entirely: Petronius’s Satyrica. Kroger’s ratio-
nale? “That’s some weird-ass shit, yo.”

By EC

Hum Syllabus Censored at 
Kroger’s Request

Pictured above: Everything that’s wrong with society, past or present.


